A NOTE ON THE 150th BIRTH ANIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS OF
MAHATMA GANDHI AND OBSERVANCE OF SWATCHHTA ABHIYAN AT GSI,
STATE UNIT: KARNATAKA & GOA, SOUTHERN REGION, BANGALORE.

Geological Survey of India State Unit: Karnataka & Goa, Bangalore office celebrated
150th Birth Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi as “Swachhtha Mission day” on 10/10/2018.
On the occasion, Shri. R. Baskaran, DDG, SU: K&G, reminded the participants that Gandiji
was the biggest advocate of cleanliness and sanitation, besides his world changing attributes.
Henceforth; it becomes most relevant to commemorate his birthday by observing Swachhta
Abhiyaan not just for a day but as a mission throughout life. Mahatma Gandhi, who winged
to the eternity to upkeep the integrity of our nation, always believed that the power of the
nation is vested in the individuals and reforms should begin at home.
Driven by spontaneity the DDG, SU: K&G, the Director, TC, Director & HOO and all
the officers and staff of SU: K&G joined hand in hand initiating the cleanliness drive and
worked shoulder to shoulder like brothers and sisters to clean the Annex/ old ISRO office
building in the GSI Complex to ensure hygiene and cleanliness. The whole team took an oath
to maintain Swachta not only in the office, but also where ever they are associated with any
social occasion in public interest.
The DDG SU: K&G, Shri R. Baskaran and the Director TC, Shri. J. Srihari, reminded
the officers and staff, who were allotted seating arrangement in the ISRO building to occupy
the same without any delay. DDG also added that cleanliness of GSI Annex (old ISRO)
building will be a priority and the necessary measures are taken already by declaring Shri
SMJ Basha, Director as in charge of the building. Director and HOO, Shri K.V Maruti
declared that our Mahatma’s birthday should be celebrated for two years with the chief motto
of Swachtha. Director and Nodal officer, Swachhta Abhiyan, Shri S.M.J Basha stated that,
the joint efforts of a few minutes resulted in cleaning a large portion of Annex (old ISRO)
building and he requested the gathering to unleash the inner potential and also added that we
are capable to maintain our premises neat and clean and if we decide to exercise the same in
our day to day life, nothing can block us from achieving Swachhta, which is still a dream as
far as our nation is concerned.

